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BEHIND THE SCENES

Fidelio Dog Works
WITH A LIFETIME OF EXPERIENCE, STEVE HAYNES IS TAKING DOG
TRAINING IN AUSTIN TO A NEW LEVEL.
Steve Haynes and his 8
month-old puppy Super,
work on the "down"
command.

Steve Haynes, the
owner and founder of
Fidelio Dog Works,
has spent his life
working with dogs.

F
Haynes never goes
anywhere without his
trusty Filson bag and
training gear.

For more information about Fidelio Dog
Works, visit fideliodogs.com
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rom a young boy training dogs on his grandpa's
farm to a teaching a pup to "hang ten," Steve
Haynes is not your average dog trainer. After
leaving a career as a corporate executive, for fun,
Haynes started training his neighbor's puppy and hasn't
stopped since. With his natural ability for training dogs,
Haynes launched his company, Fidelio Dog Works, in 2000
and has worked with approximately 6,000 dogs over the
course of his thirteen years in business. Fidelio Dog Works'
range of services is unmatched. Want your dog to bring you
a cold beer from the fridge? Haynes can teach your pup just
that. "We cover anything from the simple 'sit and down' all the
way through 'teach your dog to ride a surf board,’'' Haynes says
with a smile. "You have to look at it with an artisan approach;
you have to assess the dog, people and the job at hand. It isn't
cookie cutter because every dog is different." With the growing
popularity of canine companions in Austin, Haynes feels he
is in the best city for this business. From a clientele that asks
for simple obedience training to celebrities who need their dog
to behave when President Obama comes for dinner, Fidelio
Dog Works offers the full spectrum while also staying small by
design. In addition to Haynes, Lisa Hoysradt is the only other
trainer on staff, creating a personal experience that Haynes
feels is important to protect. With a train of happy, wellbehaved dogs behind them and their undeniable passion for
their work, Fidelio Dog Works continues to change the lives of
pooches and people alike. A. HORSLEY
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